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Let Silk Road
exceed
your highest
expectations!

What can Silk Road Asian Sourcing do for you?
 Find artists, designers or specialists in your industry to develop your product ideas
into full fledged product and packaging specs
 Connect you with qualified, responsible Far East factories with competitive pricing
and exceptional value
 Correspond with factories, negotiate prices, produce and evaluate prototypes
 Sort through the maze of agents, customs, tariffs, freight, duty, and Asian red tape
 Source new product ideas, trends and factories at trade shows throughout Asia
 Inspect goods and consolidate shipments
 Advise on the quality inspection, consolidating and shipping your foreign goods
 Help you lower your manufacturing costs

Silk Road Experience
Through our countless sourcing trips throughout the Far East, Silk Road Asian Sourcing has strong
factory relationships in more than a dozen countries, especially in China and in the burgeoning
manufacturing market of India. We specialize in gift and home décor items of all shapes and sizes,
furniture, housewares, garden items, Christmas decorations, soft goods, and much more.
We will connect you with factories that produce products in wood, glass, acrylic, polyresin, porcelain,
brass, jewelry, novelties, textiles, leather, plastic, wax, toys, books and paper products, painted tin, iron,
pewter, epoxy, and so many others, it’s impossible to name them all here. Ask us!

Call us!
Silk Road can improve
your profitability!
Contact Silk Road
Asian Sourcing via
Solveig@SilkRoadAsia.com

for details on the
Silk Road services
you value most.

Solveig Muus is president of Silk Road Asian Sourcing, a
product sourcing firm that helps U.S. companies create and
produce new product in the Far East. Silk Road assists clients
in defining their merchandise needs, developing their product
specs, and finding the ideal factory in Asia to produce those
products at the best possible quality and price. Additional
services include sample development, merchandise inspection,
shipment consolidation, and expert, detailed and timely correspondence between client and factory throughout the process.
Solveig has spent more than twenty-five years traveling, negotiating and communicating with major manufacturers in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Korea and India. Her product specialties cover a broad range of
materials from wood, brass, and glass to resin and porcelain, textile, jewelry,
plastic, wax, and many others. Solveig resides in Phoenix, Arizona.

